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Coastal Resilience Workgroup Meeting 

Wednesday, October 30, 2019 – 10am - 2pm 

406 Craven Street, New Bern – Craven County Administration Building, Second Floor Commissioner's 
Board Room 

In attendance:  

• Cat Bowler, Audubon 
• Jacob Boyd, Division of Marine Fisheries 
• Sam Burdick, East Carolina Council 
• Erin Carey, Sierra Club 
• Lora Eddy, The Nature Conservancy 
• Stacey Feken, Albemarle Pamlico National Estuary Partnership 
• Whitney Jenkins, Coastal Reserve & Division of Coastal Management (DCM) 
• Rachel Love-Adrick, DCM 
• Brooke Massa, Wildlife Resources Commission 
• Tancred Miller, Division of Coastal Management (DCM) 
• Randy Mundt, NC Floodplain Mapping Program  
• Amanda Ohlensehlen, City of New Bern 
• Charlan Owens, DCM 
• Sarah Spiegler, NC Sea Grant  
• Holly White, Town of Nags Head 
• Jess Whitehead, N.C. Office of Recovery and Resiliency 

Notes 

• Vision for group, overview how out similar groups operate 
o Stacey – community of practice, adaptation forums – community of practice is more 

about networking and sharing information 
o Tancred: Adaptation forum a National group – set up to advance Paris agreement goals 

through the state (since Feds aren’t playing) – different working groups to further effort. 
Very different effort here, SE&C climate community of practice (COP) more similar to 
what we probably want to do here. Support group, learn what others are doing and how 
they are partnering to get things done. Think strategically about working together 

o Jess – Southeastern & Caribbean Climate Community of Practice (SE&C COP) – overlap 
with disaster recovery. State disaster recovery taskforce – 12 subcommittees. Problem 
with COPs, geography is too large, or they start to lag with no project working towards. 
How do we keep these committees working together when there is a need – statewide 
view. Not necessarily as functional as those of us working in resilience. Developing 
priorities. Take advantage of the needs in the room, think about things we could be 
doing. How much time do we have available, be realistic about group work, leverage 
resources. 

o What is our definition of resilience?   
o Executive Order 80 (EO80) – natural and working lands groups – opportunities there for 

group project. 

https://goo.gl/maps/JSUSScwF3icAtF9a7
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o Randy – State risk mgmt., coordination with communities. No regulatory authority, 
building in message of mitigation.  

o Like diverse membership from local communities, planners, and COGs. What would be 
beneficial to local communities? 
 New Bern affected by Florence in a way that’s never happened before; trying to 

become more resilient. Mitigation projects happening now and planning for 
future projects. Inform our board on how to invest. Hazard mitigation plan, ID 
vulnerabilities. Important to know what all the various agencies are doing and 
what funding is out there. Be aware what’s happening; can serve as a model for 
smaller communities. 

o Many of us are working on natural ecosystems or participating in the Natural & Working 
Lands teams; so how is this different? Working with local communities as well? 

o Lora – when focusing on natural systems, challenge to get local communities to consider 
use of nature based solutions to build resilience.   

o How do we get to action in nature-based planning in Currituck – COP model sounds like 
a good way to operate.  

o Local government perspective – those of us affiliated with an agency have ideas, but 
don’t always know what will work on the ground. Help build capacity within local 
governments.  

o Holly – Space for local governments to share information and understand how various 
agencies are addressing resilience. We are looking at ideas and think about how to 
adapt for our own communities. Learn from each other.  Take ideas used in our 
communities / adapt to local values.  Helps strategize for funding and partner 
opportunities.   

o Thing that binds us together? Natural systems or built environment? Or is it just enough 
to get together a couple times a year?  
 Sam – Diversity of this group lends itself to be more broad and not have a thing.  

From a COG perspective either model would be helpful /looking to build 
capacity at regional and local level.   

 Information sharing and potentially do some sort of community outreach work 
or communicate major points. Put together an event every once in a while.  

 Jacob – Outreach to local government about natural infrastructure is needed; 
Coastal Habitat Protection Plan; understanding that upland uses affect coastal 
habitat.   

 Whitney – show how green infrastructure can make communities more 
resilient.    

 Sounds like the connection between ecosystem resilience and communities is 
the key here.  By making the local ecosystem more resilience, it makes local 
communities more resilient. Great opportunity to involve / connect with local 
communities. 

o There is a willingness out there for resilience, several ways this group can evolve based 
on how funding comes about.  

o Who are we serving? Ourselves or are we trying to eventually serve external 
stakeholders?  

We ultimately decided that the Community of Practice model is the best approach for this group, with 
a focus on how ecosystem resilience can build local community resilience. We don’t necessarily have 
to have a “thing” to work on, but will take on projects as appropriate and mutually agreed on.  
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• Tancred: Update on Climate Change Executive Order 80, next steps from resilience 
workshops/summit 

o NCDEQ Raleigh is spearheading climate risk assessment and resiliency plan. Climate 
science report. NOAA/NEMAC climate resilience toolkit is being used as a model for how 
state agencies can incorporate resilience. Evaluate all state cabinet agencies and how 
they can incorporate resilience, due to Governor on March 1. No additional resources or 
funding to accomplish this. 
 How much direction is being provided? That’s why we pulled in NOAA climate 

resilience toolkit 
 Going to have to be a living document / iterative process.  
 Trying to get a roadmap in place, get as much done in 16-18 months as possible; 

other states that have done this have taken several years.  
o Want to get it out to more stakeholder, particularly local governments. Working with 

folks at Federal level to put together a framework that works. National Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation (NFWF) grant proposal to set up planning framework for action. 

o Resilience workshop report is done, will send it out to group. No summit report 
o Sushma Masemore gave recent presentation on EO80 efforts, Stacey will send it out so 

everyone know how everything relates 
• Tancred: Update on release of DCM Resiliency Roadmap / Storymap Tool 

o Trying to get final sign off from DCM director for it to go live. Hope to have trainings for 
how to use the tool. 

• Synergies with Coastal Habitat Protection Plan (CHPP) update and Natural & Working Lands 
(NWL) Stakeholder Group – some NWL meetings have discussed identifying / organizing around 
opportunities to implement actions through local government/communities 

o First put together to look at carbon sequestration, folded into EO80 and then included 
resilience.  6 NWL subgroups. 

o Coastal: Different ways to look at ecosystem resilience and how that folds into local 
community resilience. Discussed importance of natural infrastructure, migration 
corridors, buyouts. Now developing written portion of the report. 

o Group focused on CHPP & CCMP – 2005 first CHPP completed. Policy document, but 
there is statutory authority for regulation. But previous leadership not very interested in 
applying this authority. Trying to take EO80 momentum with next update to have more 
teeth. Priority areas – SAV, natural infrastructure, and compliance issues (ensure 
existing regulations are enforced/working). Work collaboratively to pass rules the 
actually protect what’s being regulated. 
 Regulations are state level, but could trickle down to local government. Will be 

rolled out to all the commissions soon (Environmental Management, Coastal 
Resources, and Marine Fisheries Commissions).  

 Hoping to get all of the commissions on board and have a rule package they can 
collectively get behind and adopt together.  A big lift, hasn’t been done before.   

 Will be conducing local workshops to get community involvement from the 
beginning. Could help drive at local level through CRS (from Randy) 

 Water quality is the big issue that affects all coastal habitats. A lot of 
deregulations have happened in the past. Going to take people and resources to 
enforce. Impacts of upland uses on downstream WQ a big issue.  

 Outreach on water quality and habitat to riparian landowners – National Flood 
Insurance Program planners could help with, coastal planner Erin Futral (from 
Randy); 3 planners work closely with coastal communities.   

https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/adaptation-and-resiliency/natural-working-lands
https://deq.nc.gov/energy-climate/climate-change/adaptation-and-resiliency/natural-working-lands
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 SERPASS meeting (military focus) – incorporate restoration into CHPP? Yes. 
When we do and issue paper will look at protection and restoration. Connection 
to military installations. Utilizing tools that are out there to target restoration 
and protection. Restoration priorities to ID – folks in this room to help. 

• Who is driving force for restoration? State has ID’d areas, want to put 
effort towards them. Highlighting the recommendations so that groups 
like NC Coastal Federation can apply for funding. SERPASS is military 
focused, but these efforts aren’t just military focused. 

• Sentinel landscapes partnership – military readiness with conservation 
lands and working lands. Coastal focus meeting, this group could help 
present tools that are available for restoration 

• Restoration projects with military installations, how can local 
governments help? Cherry Point living shorelines. May be some success 
stories to build on. How do we keep our local economies resilient?  
Military readiness is important to local economy.    

• Most military conservation has been on uplands (red-cockaded 
woodpecker). Not as much on coastal habitats.  Have discussed having a 
coastal focused session at a future Sentinel Landscape meeting, perhaps 
this group could help with that.   

o Coastal Habitats team is developing a roadmap for the tools – this group could help 
review the spreadsheet. Overwhelming how many tools are out there. And a decision 
tool is needed. Could be a great a Coastal Training Program workshop (Whitney) 

o Jacob will talk more, NWL Coastal group also developed a matrix which cross-walks 
actions from CHPP and CCMP that involve action at local level; hoping to layer available 
tools which could be added to DCM storymap, use as a way to seek funding.   

o Holly discussed need for these types of tools, resources, and templates for local 
government.  

o Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) counties required to do a land use plan (LUP), 
need to address some of these issues in the LUP.  Nag Head just updated their planning 
document & land use plan and addressed habitat and water quality issues; some 
communities not have resources to hire consultants to help.  Having templates of 
policies/menu of options, and showing how to achieve the policy would be helpful.  
Show how local government can make policies consistent with state & regional goals,  

o Holly looked at APNEP plan and goals for water quality when working on their LUP. 
Made goals consistent with state goals. CAMA says we have to address certain things. 
Hydrology, soils, sanitary surveys, etc. – policy example WQ/ecosystem health/humans. 
Outreach an action item. Gives the policy foundation to address issue. 
 Lobby for upstream protection for estuarine health 
 Talking about ecosystem services with local communities in relationship to CHPP 

o How were these scaled down at the local level?  Holly – for example, used the broad 
APNEP CCMP goal of increasing public understanding of relationship between 
ecosystem health and water quality; in Nags Head they focused on WQ via septic health; 
how to protect and improve estuarine health and function; important to local economy; 
lobby for adequate protection. 

o Need to add more examples of how things are implemented at local level:  
 Amanda--New Bern land use plan / redevelopment commission / restoration 

projects / identify vulnerable areas. 
 Atlantic Beach / NCCF / watershed restoration plans to get funding such as 319 
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 Sam: Pollocksville – accepted the most stringent policies out there. They put all 
of the optional language from the state’s model ordinance preventing new 
development in high hazard areas.  They understood the benefits and are now 
in the CRS program.  

 Watershed restoration plans developed in partnership with NC Coastal 
Federation. Now working with engineering firm to do Atlantic Beach’s. Can get 
319 funding after plan is in place 

 Synergies with emergency mgmt. 
 Randy mentioned he was attending today but in future will include Erin who’s at 

the coast and will have more local examples.   
 Jacob—another example of showing the benefits of ecosystem services at the 

local level, how coastal habitat protection can help tourism, economy 
o Need to develop inventory of policies that local communities can adopt.  Also need a list 

of funding sources on how to get to action. Some of these are elements in the storymap 
that Christian created. Next time we get together we can walk through the storymap 
(Tancred) 
 Could NC Coastal Atlas be a platform for any of this? Mostly defunct, but still 

exists. Probably can’t retrieve and revive.  
 EO80 – Duke is developing inventory of funding sources for NWL team.  
 EPA portal – resilience web site that they want to hand over to a university, 

Indiana has taken it and adapted for their state.  
 What’s the best mechanism to get these ideas on the ground? Sam’s workshop 

on funding. Sam not sure she has seen a response from the workshop – 
recovery and resilience funding fair. Eastern Carolina Council has a hurricane 
recovery EDA planning grant, did a regional needs assessment. ID’d hundreds of 
projects over 9 counties. Tough time trying to prioritize and address these 
projects. Wanted to create a matrix to prioritize projects, but COG’s are 
responsible for taking on regional projects. Trying to figure out how to help 
multiple communities at once. Grant for stormwater mapping for 15-20 
communities 

• Develop a funding resource guide – highlight important grants and 
resources out there. And look at other outreach initiatives, concerns 
with private SW infrastructure maintenance (there is a NC Coastal 
Federation/NCSU effort to education HOAs on stormwater 
maintenance) 

 Lora mentioned the challenge of getting communities that are not large enough 
to have MS4/NPDES permits interested in doing drainage assessments/ some 
don’t have their own stormwater infrastructure  

• Synergies with Green Growth Toolbox / utility of developing a Model Coastal Conservation 
Ordinance Resilience Module / Brooke Massa, WRC 

o Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) provides technical assistance on planning 
documents, full and ½ day trainings, they focus on the Green Growth Toolbox (GGTB) 
handbook. Presentations to boards, elected officials – benefits of protecting natural 
resources. Providing data. Aimed at planning staff, anyone interested in community 
development. Conservation data is existing, from natural heritage program (NH Data 
Explorer, CPT, element occurrence data).  

o Brooke Massa and Kacy Cook implement the program throughout the state.  Try to do 6 
trainings a year; 2 in mountains, 2 in Piedmont, 2 at the coast.     
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o  Have an online handbook; geared towards planning and community development 
audiences 

o Model ordinance – incentives based ordinance. Conservation subdivision ordinance, 
targeted to natural resource overlay, developed with Duke.  Navassa had the original 
conservation model ordinance, plan developed to reduce habitat fragmentation, ensure 
development happens in appropriate areas, set aside corridors for wildlife.   

o Hasn’t really been used. Haven’t had the staff to do the outreach and develop the 
partnerships for outreach and work with local leads. 

o Designed to have language that communities can cut and paste.  Useful for communities 
that want stringent regulations, may not be for others, carrot vs. stick approach, 
incentives may work better in some area.   

o Here to talk to this group about idea of adding in the lens of resilience and protecting 
natural infrastructure, could be another way to sell this, enhance appeal to local 
government.  

o Currituck Co. has a conservation subdivision ordinance; how does it compare? Slight 
modifications to existing ordinance could make it more protective. They are currently 
working on their LUP. Do they need to have any overlay? I know they don’t have that.  
 That is part of this model ordinance, but there is a way to develop on ordinance 

without one. The overlay is based on existing data. So if there isn’t the data. You 
can use the lens of protecting agriculture/preservation of rural character, etc.   

 Carteret Co. is working on an ordinance as well, so that could be another inroad 
 Carolina Beach has a tree protection ordinance.   

o Can we take existing tools and integrate them? Can we add a resilience overlay? Norfolk 
has one.   
 Seems easy to add in resilience and protecting habitat for that purpose, useful 

selling point for communities. 
 Could add a chapter in the GGT, add case studies.   

o Question about whether or not GGT is geared towards new development or disaster 
recovery.   

o Target redevelopment/disaster recovery – that’s a disaster mitigation plan 
 New Bern – FEMA buyout area that will become a stormwater control area, 

mitigate flooding. Water quality and recreation space benefits. Buyout program 
is challenging to navigate 

 We have different roles here, some partners not equipped to deal with disaster 
recovery itself, but if you’re looking at restoring an area that has been 
abandoned TNC can help.   

 Could split out resilience from both perspectives, Currituck updating their 
UDO/LUP and thinking about new development, whereas new Bern is looking at 
disaster recovery and redevelopment.   

 Holly suggested we document all of the plans, provide examples of policies and 
reference documents, including GGTB, CHPP.  Goes back to the various 
inventories we were talking about  

 Could document partnerships in a storymap; include or leveraging other training 
initiatives – resilience module. Rural center trainings/EDA funding could have 
cross-training/train the trainer/experts on examples.  

 GGTB implementation case studies are online.  Places all over the country that 
have implemented the practices we recommend, FL, MD, MA.  Multi-agency 
collaborative efforts.    
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 CAMA LUP used to require mapping things that are listed in the model 
ordinances suggested areas – stream classifications, shellfish, etc. interesting to 
look at aligning this with CAMA LUP requirements.  More applicable to inner 
banks communities with more open space. 

• Tree protection, native/invasive spp. Would be beneficial for more 
developed areas.  

 Coastal data sets haven’t really been incorporated, could be looked at closer 
 Project for Duke Masters student? And have this group be the sounding board? 

Community based development certification program through Duke looking for 
student projects; client based MS program.  

 Ways to look at areas of the state, voluntary incentives that communities can 
adopt? Sort of like CRS.  Outline the mechanisms that communities can use at 
the local level to protect natural resources that also provide them benefit in 
other ways: easements, riparian buffers, etc.   

 UNC School of Government – way to partner with them as well (invite to next 
meeting) – cost of their trainings are prohibitive for small communities.  

 NCCOR is looking at vulnerable, impacted counties, diversifying our delivery 
mechanism. If they were putting out resilience literature and case studies, that 
would be great.  

• Action items 
o Sarah will write an article about GGTB case studies or whatever is useful for Sentinel Site 

Quarterly 
o Stacey – NWL actions, highlighting those relevant to this group – can share original 9, as 

only 3 might get picked up by the group. This group could work on the other actions that 
don’t get picked up from Coastal Habitats and other NWL teams.  

o Meet quarterly - next meeting after March 1, New Bern; can see what was included in 
the EO80 resiliency plan and what gaps need to be filled; actions & recommendations 
that could be picked up by this group 
 Keep diversity in group; others welcomed; but don’t want the group so large 

that it limits conversation and momentum 
o General email communication sharing related to resilience events, tools, etc. 
o Tools template – will send out what was developed for NWL – put on google sheets and 

have people add to.  Will also share matrix that cross-walks the CHPP & APNEP CCMP.    
Could also be a potential MS student project, have someone flesh the tool inventory 
out.   

o Grant resources – Sam (Brooke has something she will share with Sam) 
• Round robin – members share what they are working on related to resilience 

o Whitney is hosting NOAA’s green infrastructure training on January 29 & NOAA’s 
ecosystem services training on May 12 – will share workshop announcements with 
group 

o Brooke: GGTB trainings – November 8, Onslow County Government Center, Jacksonville 
NC   

o Stacey – tribal resilience project & VIMS nature-based infrastructure project; would like 
to share with this group at a future meeting 

o Jess – NCCOR resilience draft workplan, moving target; but will be tweaked based on 
funding. Support COGs, build local planning capacity. Trying to support things statewide, 
taking lessons learned from coast 
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 NCCOR resilience quick start document, not just coastal. Things that 
communities with lower capacity can adopt.  Outreach challenges, some folks 
they’ve talked to don’t even have email; want to try and leverage other groups; 
tap into new audiences.    

o Jacob – wants to keep coastal habitat subgroup together after EO80 deadlines done, 
could feed into this group, perhaps create a subgroup to integrate 

o Sarah – NC King Tides project, project’s grant is coming to an end, this group might be 
able to help with. Work at Pine Knoll Shores Aquarium, Windy (their education 
coordinator) interested in community town halls on resilience, another project that 
might be of interest to this group. Jess interested in town halls. Model for these in SC 
through aquariums, trusted neutral host vs. other agency or other government staff 
hosting 

o Cat – coalition for nature based solutions in northeast coast /Currituck Sound, research 
on coastal challenges, partnerships with academic institutions. Internship opportunities 
at Pine Island for nature based solutions work – these are paid opportunities, would also 
like to work with minority/underserved communities.  Also looking at relationships 
between northeast NC and southeast Virginia.   

o Sam – disaster recovery planning grant, EDA supplemental fund for stormwater 
mapping, have 10- communities on board. Funding resource guide for communities. 
Tech assistance, small projects like grant writing.  

o Charlan – planning and mgmt. grants, Town of Duck doing a vulnerability assessment. 
With help from UNCW, draft planning guide with chapter on resilience.  Work with Nags 
Head on stormwater management plan 

o Rachel – Town of Swan Quarter looking at dike to reduce flooding, Beaufort Co. grant to 
manage shoreline erosion  

o Lora – OBX hazard mitigation plan update. Currituck helped incorporate resilience in 
LUP, marsh migration. New restoration project at great dismal swamp, restoring 
hydrology to mitigate flood risk to downstream communities. Proposal on hydrology 
projects on state lands. Helping communities think through restoration projects.  On her 
to do list: looking at opportunities for implementation of restoration projects on the 
coast, look at easements, etc.   

o Erin – resiliency manager, policy recommendations from environmental community, 
stakeholder group, for EO80. Clean energy and environmental justice – all with City of 
Wilmington 

o Randy – trainings for emergency mangers. New coastal model and advocating 4’ free 
board.  Flooplain mapping / Robeson Columbus counties and in Piedmont. Coastal 
includes Dare/Craven/Pamlico/Jones/Carteret/Onslow / Albemarle Sound / Bertie 
County preliminary releases of ?  Dare / structural higher regulatory standards in the 
floodplain; good examples 

o Holly – town partner on a grant with NC Sea Grant and Town Folly Beach (SC), 
wastewater infrastructure tipping points. Stems from VCAPS work, next step on how to 
make decisions about this infrastructure and accounting for future sea level rise, best 
types of alternative systems; take into account functional/legal/economic 
considerations. CAMA grant to implement stormwater plans, update 
maps/ordinances/standards adopted requiring elevation outside of flood zones. Also 
regionally updating hazard mitigation plan.  


